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$28,500,000

Approved

Agency:  Commerce, Community and Economic Development
Federal Tax ID: 92-0041163Grant Recipient:  Sitka

Project Title: Project Type: Remodel, Reconstruction and Upgrades

AEA - Sitka Blue Lake Hydroelectric Project Expansion

State Funding Requested: $28,500,000 House District: 2 / A
One-Time Need

Brief Project Description:
Project will construct an expansion of the Blue Lake Hydroelectric Project to its maximum energy
capacity and secure Sitka's energy base. 

Funding Plan: 
Total Project Cost:  $100,000,000 
Funding Already Secured:  ($59,000,000)
FY2012 State Funding Request:  ($28,500,000)
Project Deficit:  $12,500,000 
Funding Details:

FY 2012 Federal Funding Request $12,500,000

Additional funding Required/Outstanding: $38,500,000 - Municipal

Detailed Project Description and Justification:
This project will expand the Blue Lake Hydroelectric Project and maximize its energy generating capacity.  Sitka has
exhausted its hydroelectric generation, and is on the verge of being forced to revert to diesel power that would have
devastating consequences for the community and Southeast region.  

The City & Borough of Sitka requests financial assistance in constructing the expansion of the Blue Lake Hydroelectric
Project. Assistance is requested from the State to fund the project with the goal of ultimately financing the project with 50%
state funds and 50% local funds, if federal funding is not forthcoming.

The Blue Lake Hydroelectric Project will raise the height of the existing dam by 83 feet to 425 feet; construct a new intake
structure, and a new powerhouse.  The new project will replace two 3 Megawatt generators with three 5.3 megawatt
generators, increasing capacity to 17 megawatt. This will increase Sitka’s total hydroelectric energy production by about
32,000 megawatt hours or 29% of system capacity. Sitka is aggressively engaged in the preliminary engineering and
licensing the expansion.  The goal is to complete the construction and bring this new hydroelectric capacity on line in 2015.  

Load studies predict Sitka will need up to 5 million gallons of fuel oil to power diesel generators prior to completion of the
Blue Lake expansion. Sitka homes and businesses are moving from the high cost of heating oil to clean, renewable
hydroelectric energy.  The total energy requirements of Sitka are currently met by about 80% oil and 20% hydroelectric
energy resources.  Annual kilowatt hours sold in FY’09 increased by 3.36% over FY'08, which follows load increases of
4.5% in FY'08, and 8% in FY'06.  Base-case load studies have predicted annual load growth at approximately 1.2 percent,
yet the electric system has seen unprecedented growth, averaging 3.8% annually since 1973.  The existing hydroelectric
generation is now operating at over 96% capacity.  It is expected that volatile oil prices will continue the trend of significant
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system load growth and that any new hydroelectric capacity will be fully utilized to displace oil for space and water heating. 

Despite The City & Borough of Sitka actively promoting energy conservation, hydroelectric energy usage is escalating at a
rate that will shortly exceed system capacity.  Sitka is actively working to complete the project as quickly as possible and is
pledging up to 50% of the total project costs.  Cost effective hydropower is a necessary for community growth.  This project
is vital to Sitka's future and is a top regional priority.

Project Timeline:
The goal is to complete the construction and bring this new hydroelectric capacity on line in 2015.

Engineering, Design and Geotechnical; FERC license submittal FY 2010-11.
Material and Equipment Procurement and Construction: FY2012-14.  Please see attached for a more detailed breakdown.

Entity Responsible for the Ongoing Operation and Maintenance of this Project:
City and Borough of Sitka

Grant Recipient Contact Information:
Name: Marlene Campbell - City and Borough of Sitka
Title: Govt. Relations Director
Address: 100 Lincoln St.

Sitka, Alaska 99835
Phone Number: (907)747-1855
Email: campbell@cityofsitka,com

Has this project been through a public review process at the local level and is it a community priority? X Yes No
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SITKA BLUE LAKE HYDROELECTRIC EXPANSION 

 
Project Description:  
 
The Blue Lake Hydroelectric Project will raise the height of the existing dam by 83 feet to 425 
feet; construct a new intake structure and a new section of power tunnel to a new powerhouse. 
The new powerhouse will replace the existing two 4 MW generators with three 6 MW generators. 
This will increase installed capacity from 8 MW to 18 MW, with an increase in Sitka’s average 
total annual hydroelectric energy production by about 35,400 MW hours or 29 percent of system 
capacity. Sitka is aggressively engaged in the preliminary engineering and licensing phase of this 
expansion of its hydroelectric capability at Blue Lake. The goal is to complete the construction 
and bring this new hydroelectric capacity on line in 2015.  
 
How will the funds be spent?  
 
Appropriated funds will be utilized for project material purchase and project construction. Initial 
cost estimates from the Comprehensive Design Development Report are as follows:  
 
 
Project Phase      Estimated Cost 
 
 Preparatory Work          $8,320,000  
Arch Dam Raise         $8,900,000  
Intake Tunnel & Gate Shift Excavation       $3,730,000  
Surge Chamber Excavation         $4,060,000  
Intake Civil Works and Equipment       $1,530,000  
Tunnel Refurbishment          $1,950,000  
New Penstock           $3,750,000  
Powerhouse Civil and Access Road        $7,646,000  
Powerhouse Mechanical Equipment       $8,938,000  
Powerhouse Electrical Equipment        $8,500,000  
Switchyard Upgrade         $1,732,000  
Escalation during Construction          $ 780,000  
Contingency         $14,604,000  
Engineering and Administration        $9,350,000  
Interest During Construction         $4,170,000  
Escalation (January 2012 Bid)         $5,380,000  
Reserve Account          $3,650,000  
Cost of Debt Issuance          $3,010,000  
 
TOTAL PROJECT COST:                $100,000,000   
 
 
How many jobs will be created through this project?  
To date, approximately 35 jobs have been created through this project, including 10 local 
positions. Various field studies and surveying work is being completed utilizing local resources. 
During the construction phase, up to 100 jobs will be created for the 2l.4 year period of project 
construction. 
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Welcome Legislators!  
 
Thank you all for your continued leadership and hard work on behalf of our region. Southeast has made 
great strides in many areas – but especially on the energy front. The establishment of the renewable 
energy grant fund and subsequent funding has seen unprecedented investment in many projects and 
the creation of HB 306 and SB 220 (with the southeast energy fund) will help the region achieve its quest 
toward energy security and diesel-independence. 
 
This year’s main task will be the development of the Southeast Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). This IRP 
will be one of the most important documents produced for the region since our 1997 Intertie System 
Plan (and subsequent updates in 2003/2005) and will provide guidance to communities, utilities – and 
the State of Alaska as energy infrastructure gets planned for and constructed in our region.  
 
But while we wait for the conclusions of the IRP, there are a number of projects that have been 
recognized throughout the region that need funding now. The following list of energy projects are 
offered for your consideration (listed in alphabetical order): 
 

 Blue Lake Hydro - The scope of this project is to raise the height of the existing dam by 83 feet 
construct a new intake gate and a new section of power tunnel to supply a new powerhouse to 
be constructed adjacent to the existing powerhouse. 
 

 Kake to Petersburg Intertie – This project has entered the NEPA phase and is funded through the 
environmental process. The community of Kake is seeking funding so that the project can begin 
construction as soon as the intertie is designed and permitted (estimated spring 2012). 
 

 Metlakatla to Ketchikan Intertie – The combined hydros at Chester Lake and Purple Lake 
generate surplus power that could be dispatched to Ketchikan or to Kake via the Southeast 
Alaska Power Agency (SEAPA) intertie system if extended to Metlakatla. This project is under 
construction but needs funding for the segment between Annette Island and Ketchikan. 
 

 Reynolds Creek Hydro – This project is officially in the construction phase. Good progress has 
been made in the creation of a project management team that is now updating costs and 
performing “value-engineering” tasks. It is anticipated that gap funding will be sought to cover 
construction-inflation costs that have increased since the project began. 
 

 Thayer Creek Hydro – This hydro is the known solution to Angoon’s need for renewable energy 
development.  The Forest Service signed the EIS Record of Decision for the Thayer Creek 
Hydroelectric Project in May 2009. Kootznoowoo has the rights to develop the project, and IPEC 
is the certificated and regulated electric provider for Angoon. 
 

 Whitman Lake Hydro - Development of the Whitman Lake Hydroelectric Project is critical to 
Ketchikan’s continued economic sustainability as it provides the community with a source of 
reliable and reasonably priced hydroelectric power.  The project will operate in cooperation with 
the Whitman Lake Hatchery (owned by Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association). 

 
For more information, contact the communities directly or Southeast Conference Energy Coordinator Robert 

Venables at energy@seconference.org. 

mailto:energy@seconference.org
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